There are several ways to plan for combined grades. Here are two options.

**Method A**: maintain separate plans for each grade

**Method B**: create one plan that merges lessons from each grade

**Method A**
Load a sample plan for one grade and name the plan. Repeat this and make a second plan for the other grade. (See tutorial *Using a Sample Plan*.)

Find your plans by clicking All Plans, then search for your named plans.
Method B

1. Choose a concept grouping from the left.
2. Select a grade from the drop-down list.
2. Select a strand from the drop-down list.

3. Click on Clusters and find a cluster topic that matches similar concepts. Lessons for the topic will display.
5. Click blue box. Checked lessons will be added. This may take a few seconds to show up.

6. Once lessons are added, add dd notes to label each grade.
Your plan will include lessons for multiple grades, each labelled with grade level.